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1.4 Picturebook Selection
This chapter presents the Picturebook Selection Guide, 
which was developed as a tool to help teachers identify 
suitable picturebooks for intercultural citizenship in early 
English language learning. Also highlighted here is the 
relevance of intercultural citizenship in early language 
learning and the integration of the Picturebook Selection 
Guide into the ICEPro Professional Development Course 
(ICEPro Course).
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Introduction to Concept  
and Definition

The Picturebook Selection Guide (Photocopiable 1) is a tool that provides 
teachers with a set of criteria for identifying the characteristics of 
picturebooks as related to dimensions of Intercultural Citizenship 
in early English language learning. It intends to encourage deeper 
reflection around a picturebook, its potential for intercultural 
citizenship and the role of the teacher in mediating intercultural and 
citizenship themes.

Structure of the Selection  
Questions Guide

The Picturebook Selection Guide is divided into four parts:

Part 1 ∙ Picturebook Information highlights general/factual 
information and acknowledges the creators of the picturebook, 
including the author(s), illustrator(s) and translator(s), as well  
as the publisher and any prizes the book has been awarded.

Part 2 ∙ Intercultural Citizenship Content consists of four Focal Fields, 
which are associated with the different dimensions of intercultural 
citizenship (see detailed description of the Focal Fields below).

Part 3 ∙ The Picturebook/Aesthetic Object acknowledges the 
picturebook as an aesthetic literary object and contains three topics. 
These three areas help teachers to consider the words and the role 
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of the illustrations in communicating meaning; they acknowledge 
the linguistic element or perspective; and they address the level of 
difficulty, as well as the way the picturebook might be handled and 
seen by children during the read-alouds.

Part 4 ∙ Conclusions, Justifications and Ideas constitutes a summary of 
Focal Fields 1, 2 and 3 and the conclusions the teacher may have reached, 
based on the number of ticks in Part 2. It also takes into consideration 
the teacher’s personal response to the picturebook and justifications 
for including the book to develop an intercultural citizenship theme, 
and it captures teachers’ initial ideas of how to explore these themes or 
how they may need to mediate the weaker element of the book.

Part 2 constitutes the main aim of the Picturebook Selection Guide. 
This guide comprises, as mentioned, four Focal Fields, consisting of 
a total of 40 questions, spotlighting different areas of intercultural 
citizenship. These questions are underpinned by European policy doc-
uments associated with democratic citizenship (Council of Europe, 2018; 

European Commission/EACEA/Eurydice, 2017). The latest developments in 
education for intercultural citizenship (Byram et al., 2017); attempts to 
develop picturebook selection criteria (Ellis & Brewster, 2014); as well as 
Fitzgerald’s (2007) converging values between development education 
and intercultural education contributed to the shaping of the Focal 
Fields categories.

Focal Field 1 ∙ Socially responsible behaviour – interaction with others 
has an interpersonal dimension and concentrates on respecting 
differences, countering racism and discrimination, empathising with 
and respecting others and turning the spotlight on to the individual as 
they reflect on interacting with others respectfully and equally. There 
is also a focus on the legal dimension of the United Nations Convention 
of the Rights of the Child and encouraging actions for peace, for 
supporting those being unfairly treated and for improving individual 
lives. Picturebooks that support Focal Field 1 include Say Something! 
by Peter H. Reynolds and The Suitcase by Chris Naylor-Ballesteros.

Focal Field 2 ∙ Socially responsible behaviour – interaction with local  
and global issues goes beyond the personal to engage, in an age-
appropriate way, with worldwide problems with resonance at a local 
and global level. These issues include environmental problems, conflict 
and its repercussions, and the United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals. This Focal Field includes the need to prompt curiosity in the 
world and foster a sense of personal and social responsibility for 
getting involved. Focal Field 2 is supported by, e.g., The Day War Came 
by Nicola Davies and Rebecca Cobb and Unplugged by Steve Antony.
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icepell.eu Focal Field 3 ∙ Sense of belonging and knowing about or respecting 
own, other and/or heritage cultures captures the areas of identity 
and belonging in the highly diverse contexts that children experience 
today. It tackles issues of representation, social injustice and learning 
to respect differences and develops a more nuanced notion of own 
and others’ cultures. It also confronts stereotypes by explicitly 
focusing on these when intentionally or unintentionally present in the 
picturebook, e.g., the ICEKit for Same, Same but Different tackles the 
national stereotypes present in the book through teacher mediation.

Focal Field 4 ∙ provides a general focus on helping children reflect on 
their role as engaged citizens in the local and global community. 
There is a strong focus on perspective shifting, where children are 
encouraged to adopt multiple perspectives, learn to be aware of their 
emotions and reflect on the interdependence of our lives. There is 
also a focus on action taking, which has the ultimate goal of ensuring 
that children become aware of the responsibility of each individual in 
creating a better world.

It is recommended that for a picturebook to be considered suitable for 
intercultural citizenship, the title should receive a minimum of four 
ticks with or without mediation for four categories in Focal Fields 1, 2 
or 3 and a minimum of three ticks for four categories in Focal Field 4.

Relevance for Intercultural Citizenship  
in Early English Language Learning

ICEPELL is embedded in a holistic and flexible approach to intercultural 
citizenship, blending the ‘intercultural’ and ‘citizenship’ domains, 
while at the same time allowing for one domain to prevail over the 
other, depending on the main thematic focus of the picturebook. 
While some picturebooks may reflect a blend of the intercultural and 
the citizenship domains (e.g., My Name Is Not Refugee by Kate Milner), 
some will highlight more of one than the other, and some will explicitly 
address only one of these domains; e.g., The Journey Home by Frann 
Preston-Gannon has an explicit environmental citizenship focus.

When one of these domains is not as evident in the picturebook, 
the process of completing the selection questions for the picturebook 
in question will bring to the fore the relevance of the picturebook for 
intercultural citizenship; this process will also uncover the potential 
for including the missing domain by exploring gaps and ambiguities 
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in the visual elements or by extracting and developing that domain 
during the read-aloud discussions and while completing the after-
reading-aloud or beyond-the-book projects. For example, Welcome by 
Barroux has an evident environmental and refugee theme, which can 
integrate an intercultural focus with teacher mediation. This blended 
approach provides a more nuanced understanding of the potential 
intercultural citizenship themes to be explored and also allows for 
choosing picturebooks with more or less of a disquieting element.

The idea of a ‘disquieting element’ underscores the role of the 
picturebook in providing more than just a linguistic learning outcome 
in the early language learning classroom. ‘Disquieting’ can be defined 
as causing a feeling of unease, worry or concern and can be present in 
the main thematic content or in the visual or artefactual features of the 
picturebook. This is seen, for example, in The Day War Came by Nicola 
Davies and Rebecca Cobb, when the young girl is shown looking in a 
big black hole where her house once stood, or being turned away from a 
school in her new country, as there is no chair for her. These disquieting 
elements are especially important as a way to prompt discussion and 
can lead to subsequent projects of civic action and engagement. It 
reassures teachers that they can select books with these ‘challenging’ 
themes and reinforces the responsibility of the early English language 
learning classroom for engaging with problems which characterise the 
difficulties of our time, by integrating challenging themes, addressing 
global and social issues of the 21st century and developing engaged and 
active, as well as activist, young people. This transformative approach 
to ELT highlights the role of the engaged citizen in making a difference 
in local and global communities. Through the use of appropriately 
selected picturebooks, the early English language learning classroom 
can become a safe and engaged space for exploring these themes.

The Picturebook Selection Guide highlights opportunities for 
developing intercultural citizenship and helps teachers identify or 
extract the potential from a picturebook. Even though it is theoretically 
possible to ‘do’ intercultural citizenship with any picturebook, with 
adequately designed tasks and activities, the selection questions 
support the teacher in honing in on picturebooks with a clearly 
identified intercultural citizenship theme and support the idea 
that not every picturebook has the potential to explore this area in 
language education. However, the flexibility inherent in the questions 
points to the essential role of the teacher in mediating the inclusion 
of the intercultural and/or citizenship theme, if desired. Hence, the 
Picturebook Selection Guide is a flexible tool that not only identifies 
explicit intercultural and/or citizenship themes but also serves as a 
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then leads to taking action in the community.

In this vein, mediation is defined as the support or assistance given 
by teachers before the read-aloud; during the read-aloud in the form 
of interaction and participation (e.g., via questions and comments) 
and opportunities to trigger reactions (e.g., for disquieting); and/or 
during after reading aloud activities in uncovering or rendering visible 
the intercultural citizenship themes. The Guide includes two columns, 
Explicit and With Mediation, which make this distinction between the 
explicit and implicit themes possible. It is also possible to tick neither 
column, thus leaving it blank as an indication that the book does not 
include that particular area either explicitly or implicitly and thereby, 
eliminating picturebooks from the potential list of those suitable for 
exploring intercultural and/or citizenship themes if they tick very 
few or no categories. For example, Ketchup on Your Cornflakes? by 
Nick Sharratt or The Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, 
albeit well-known picturebooks, do not reflect any intercultural 
citizenship themes when subjected to the questions in the Picturebook 
Selection Guide.

Integration of the Guide  
into the ICEPro Course

The Picturebook Selection Guide was introduced in ICEPro Course as 
a training tool for selecting appropriate picturebooks, for unpacking 
intercultural citizenship and for helping teachers focus on the different 
elements of picturebook selection in the ICEPELL project such as 
intercultural, citizenship and linguistic elements. In addition, it shows 
teachers how to find ways of bridging these linguistic and intercultural 
citizenship elements, for example, through mediation.

The Guide was introduced to participants when they are first asked 
to identify intercultural citizenship themes in the ICEPELL picturebook 
corpus (see Chapter 4.1). The hands-on approach gave teachers practice 
in looking at the picturebook from an aesthetic and thematic stance, 
which included exploring the visuals and peritext, and identifying the 
picturebook’s explicit and implicit intercultural citizenship themes. 
Later, they were given a completed Picturebook Selection Guide for 
Perfectly Norman by Tom Percival, where discussion around the 
choices made helps them understand the process and the questions 
they should be asking as they work through the different Focal 
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Field points. The question ‘Why?’ is essential here, as it focuses the 
teacher’s attention on the rationale for their choice, whether the book 
really does convey the theme and/or whether the teacher is prepared 
to mediate the theme with a particular class in mind.

During the ICEPro Course, not only do teachers practise using 
the questions with different themes, they are also urged to consider 
their teaching context, their class and their learners. They are 
asked to focus first on completing Column 1 with the specific aim of 
highlighting explicit intercultural citizenship themes and then look 
at Column 2 (mediation) in order to decide whether mediation is 
necessary, appropriate or desired. This staged approach aims to help 
teachers focus on the book’s theme(s).

The process of practising, working through and considering each 
question reassures teachers that they are capable of reflecting on the 
themes in the book from an intercultural citizenship perspective, 
evokes discussion around the potential and relevance of mediation and 
helps them identify the right picturebook for the right reasons.
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